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Ohio Administrative Code 
Rule 3773-7-14 Number of rounds required for mixed martial arts bouts,  boxing
and kickboxing events. 
Effective: November 30, 2017
 
 

(A) Professional bouts will be three or  five rounds of five minutes each with a one minute rest

period that includes a  ten second warning signal.

 

(B) Championship bouts will be five  rounds of five minutes each with a one minute rest period that

includes a ten  second warning signal.

 

(C) Amateur bouts will be three rounds of  three minutes each with a ninety second rest period that

includes a ten second  warning signal.

 

(D) Mixed martial arts contestants may  not participate in more than five rounds in an event.

Exception: if the bout is  a tournament elimination bout and the bout ends in a draw after five rounds,

there may be one more round to determine a winner. If the bout ends after the  additional round and

it is still a draw a coin toss will determine the winner. 

 

(E) A minimum number of twenty four rounds and eight bouts  must be scheduled. The executive

director or commission may grant a waiver of  bouts.

 

(F) "Pro/Am" events, there must be a minimum of  eight scheduled bouts. The combination of three

professional bouts and five  amateur bouts or five professional bouts and three amateur bouts. All

events  must start with the amateur bouts and they must be in succession. Professional  bouts will

follow amateur bouts no intermixing bouts. The executive director or  commission may grant a

waiver of bouts.

 

(G) Kickboxing/boxing event combination:

 

(1) Bouts must be either	 all professional or all amateur or pro/am events.

 

(2) Minimum of seven	 bouts: four kickboxing and three boxing or three kickboxing and four	 boxing.
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(3) Boxing bouts must be	 a minimum of four scheduled rounds.

 

(4) Kickboxing bouts must	 be a minimum of three scheduled rounds.

 

(5) Weight classes for kickboxing are the	 same as those used in boxing unless waived by

commission.

 

(6) All bouts must be conducted in a	 ring.

 

(7) No intermixing bouts. All kickboxing	 followed by all boxing bouts or all boxing bouts followed

by all kickboxing	 bouts.

 

(H) Kickboxing or combination of kickboxing and boxing  event:

 

(1) Minimum of six bouts	 and eighteen rounds.

 

(2) Pro/am must have two	 professional bouts and five amateur bouts. All amateur bouts must occur

followed by all professional bouts.
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